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After observing many ways in which players have made Teams (State & National) over the last 25 

years, I believe there’s one that stands out as the best and fairest. That one is a Qualifying Tournament 

(QT), where players make Teams through their performances at the right time.  
 

A QT is based on a Round Robin concept where all players play against each which determines who 

finishes 1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
, etc.  

 

Currently the Qualification Tournament (QT) concept is used for the 2 biggest Senior Events players 

strive for. They are the Olympic Games (since 1988 when TT was first in the Games) and 

Commonwealth Games (since 2002 when TT was first in the Games). It has a proven history off being 

the best & fairest system and is well received by the most important people, the players. Both Events 

have 2 stages, Round Robins, where one player qualifies for the Team and one is eliminated after stage 

1 then others progress to stage 2 where results from stage 1 are carried over but only for those who 

participate in stage 2.  

The QT concept is also used for players to make the Oceania Cadet Team each year and was used for 

this year’s inaugural Youth Olympic Games. Both have only one Round Robin stage.  
 

Reasons why a QT should be used for players to make State and National Teams are, 

- Players have destiny in their own hands 

- Provides the best pathway for players to adapt to a system that is used for the biggest events 

(Olympic & Commonwealth Games) at senior level and other important events for younger age 

groups. 

- Provides the most appealing marketing tool to promote the sport as there as multiple matches 

occurring at once of the best players. This set up will help to produce a better product to “sell” 

to potential sponsors and assist in gaining a higher profile for the sport as there are more 

spectacular points to be seen compared to watching one match at a time.  

- No outside influences such as subjective opinions with selections when decisions are close 

- No exemptions are required. If any player is sick or injured and cannot participate then that’s 

bad luck which is the same situation when the Olympic, C’wealth Games, etc, are played. 
   

A QT can be used for making all State Teams (covering all Age Groups) and most National Teams. 

It’s unrealistic for all National Teams that compete at International Tournaments to have a Qualifying 

Event attached. I’ll discuss how a QT can work for State and National Teams. 

 

STATES/TERRITORY 

Due to the States/Territory having various amounts of tournaments and situations they can form their 

own system of how players are able to qualify and/or be eligible for a QT. 
 

As I live in Victoria and know the system well, I’ll discuss how it can work there. Currently each 

category (Veteran, Senior, Youth and Junior) has a series of tournaments, usually 10, in which players 

gain X amount of points (State Team Points list – STP) for Winning, R-up, SF, QF, etc, which 

essentially leads to Teams being selected directly from this List. I think this is a very good system but 

believe it can be improved by incorporating a QT. There shall be no prize money attached to QT. 

I would like to see the No. 1 player from STP automatically qualify for State Team and not participate 

in the QT. This would be just reward for players who finish on top after a series of tournaments.  



The rest would then playoff for positions in State Teams and B Teams, if required. The tournaments 

during selection period can be used as a way for players to qualify for the QT. This means there would 

be less interest in more tournaments compared to current situation due to most spots for QT being 

decided well before the QT. This would then require the host of each tournament to provide more 

incentives to attract as many players as possible.  

This is the best scenario for the sport and the most important people, the players, as the tournaments 

become more appealing to compete in while preparing for the QT then Australian Championships. 
 

NATIONAL 

Senior Teams 

Currently Senior Teams are selected and/or qualified for, usually for 2-3 International Tournaments 

per year. Through the idea suggested (more tournaments and prize money for Elite Seniors article from 

July & Aug edition), which has now been adopted by TTA, QT’s can be used and applied.  

Example is, for 2012 World Team Championships (held anytime between March - May) a qualifying 

tournament could be held somewhere between December - February. If other International Events, 

such as Oceania Championships, were held around this time of the year then the QT would count 

towards that as well. As the date for 2012 Olympic Games is July 27 – August 12 then another QT can 

be held anytime from a few weeks to 2 months after World Team Championships. These QT’s would 

replace some of the extra tournaments (4) TTA have in place for 2011 therefore prize money will be 

attached.   
 

This would encapsulate nearly everything I believe the players would want and appreciate. They are, 

- Opportunity to earn more prize money 

- Opportunity to qualify for any National Team they wish to strive for 

Also, this allows the host to market & promote the QT for the purpose of, recruiting new players, 

providing the Elite Players with a higher profile and enabling local players to see the best striving for a 

spot in the Australian Team.  
 

The QT for each Event will have prize money attached and must be played over a weekend to cater for 

those who work and/or study which covers most/all players. There is no system that is perfect but I 

believe my idea is getting close.     
 

Junior Teams 

Junior Teams are currently selected up to twice a year. Once for World Junior Circuit Event (June or 

July somewhere in Oceania) for U18 & 15 age groups and other for World Junior Championships, U18 

only, providing Team has successfully qualified during the week of World Junior Circuit Event. 
 

The QT for World Junior Circuit could be held just prior to each country needing to submit their teams 

while the QT for World Junior Championships can be held one day prior to Australian Senior & Youth 

commence or one day prior to Australian Junior Championships (September) commencing – the day 

would be a Saturday for both. All/most players in realistic contention for Junior Teams usually play at 

Australian Senior & Youth Championships. If not, then QT would be an incentive to play. These QT’s 

shall replace all junior (U18, 15 & 13) weekend training camps TTA have initiated for 2011. My 

suggestion is going to save players and their parents, money and time.    
 

SUMMARY 

As shown, the QT concept to make all/most Teams is clearly the best & fairest system. It allows the 

players to make/miss Teams on the table while allowing the administrators/hosts to promote the sport, 

using the Elite players, in the best way possible to attract more, people to the sport and sponsors. A 

win, win for all involved! 

 


